
Park Tudor Legacy Initiative

Donor & Publication Agreement

Date                            

I/we hereby donate the historical document(s)__________________________to the Park
Tudor Legacy Initiative. The document(s) may be used in any of or all of the following areas:
history and English classes, in an anthology of letters, and/or a dramatic production. There is no
guarantee that all or parts of a document will be utilized in the proposed anthology, but may be
suitable for inclusion at a later time.

I / we, as owner(s), hereby agree as follows:

1. Whereas the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative is undertaking to utilize the above-named
document(s) in the classroom, to publish excerpts or the whole in an Anthology, or to dramatize
excerpts from such historical materials, I /we hereby grant and assign exclusively to the Park
Tudor Legacy Initiative the entire literary property and all rights of whatever kind in an
Anthology, and every part thereof, during the full term of copyright in the United States of
America and elsewhere.

2. Upon publication of the donated materials, the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative gives me/
us, without charge, the right to republish the material in revised or unrevised form, in any
language, in any volume consisting wholly of our own work, provided that each such use shall
carry the proper copyright notice of the original Anthology publication by Park Tudor School.

3.  I / we represent and warrant to the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative:
a. That the materials are original, that I /we have full power to make this
Agreement, and I am/ we are the sole owner(s).
b. That the materials have not been previously published, in whole or in part,
except as I / we have informed the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative in writing.
c. That no other agreement to publish these materials is now outstanding.
d. That no part of the material violates or infringes upon any copyright.
e. That there are no rights, licenses, or commitments of any nature outstanding in
favor of anyone who would or might impair or interfere with the rights granted to
me / us by the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative.

I / we shall hold harmless and indemnify the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative and its agents
against any losses, reasonable legal fees and court costs, and other expenses that any individuals
connected with this project may suffer or incur by reason of any demand, claim, or litigation that
may be brought against them, jointly or separately, by reason of any of the representations or
warranties herein made by you.  I / we will be given prompt written notice of any demand, claim,



or litigation.

4. The Park Tudor Legacy Initiative will protect copyright of my / our documents, if
included in an Anthology or in dramatic presentation, by registering copyright to the
Anthology issue in which it appears.
5.  I / we understand and agree that all details of utilizing, publishing or dramatizing the
materials shall be under the control of the Initiative coordinators, acting for Park Tudor
School.

6.  I / we will be given an opportunity to read proofs, if appropriate, from the Anthology.

If terms of this agreement are satisfactory to you, please sign and date this agreement-
release form and return the original copy to the coordinators of Park Tudor Legacy Initiative,
along with the appropriate photocopies of the original materials.

_____________________________________________

For the Park Tudor Legacy Initiative (date)

_____________________________________________

Donor (date)


